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Abstract. Test validation based on usual statistical analyses is paradoxical, as, from a falsificationist perspective, they do not test that test data
are ordinal measurements, and, from the ethical perspective, they do not justify the use of test scores. This paper (i) proposes some basic
definitions, where measurement is a special case of scientific explanation; starting from the examples of memory accuracy and suicidality as
scored by two widely used clinical tests/questionnaires. Moreover, it shows (ii) how to elicit the logic of the observable test events underlying
the test scores, and (iii) how the measurability of the target theoretical quantities – memory accuracy and suicidality – can and should be tested
at the respondent scale as opposed to the scale of aggregates of respondents. (iv) Criterion-related validity is revisited to stress that invoking the
explanative power of test data should draw attention on counterexamples instead of statistical summarization. (v) Finally, it is argued that the
justification of the use of test scores in specific settings should be part of the test validation task, because, as tests specialists, psychologists are
responsible for proposing their tests for social uses.
Keywords: assessment, criterion-related validity, falsifiability, measurement, decision-making validity

There is the greatest difference between presuming an
opinion to be true, because, with every opportunity
for contesting it, it has not been refuted, and assuming its truth for the purpose of not permitting its
refutation.
John S. Mill (1859/1999, p. 62)

Ziegler and Vautier (2014) have initiated a debate about test
validation and psychological assessment in this Journal.
The present article draws attention on the necessity to
bypass the current status quo in the practice of test validation, by splitting up the test validation task into two kinds of
tasks. The scientific task, aimed at explanation of test data,
entails that if measurement turns to be a false explanation,
test scores are not measurements, and comparability of
testees’ response patterns is not warranted. The sociotechnical task, aimed at justification of focused comparison
policies based on test data, raises the issue of the final
purposes comparison techniques are supposed to serve.
In the current test validation practice, the justification of
comparability of people’s psychological traits is grounded
on traits’ measurability instead of social necessity to
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compare. Consequently, psychologists are committed to
defend that test scores – composite scores or psychometric
estimates of latent real numbers – are measurements, even
by distorting the concept of measurement (see Michell,
1990, 1997, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2003, 2008b). Such an ideological imperative entails pervasive consequences on the
epistemological and methodological norms that govern psychological scientific research. If what makes a psychological research a scientific contribution is its social efficiency
or utility, and if, in test validation research, social efficiency
is comparability – the universality of the more-than, or
comparative language – test validation researchers are committed not to highlight their state of ignorance with respect
to the phenomena they can observe through their descriptive windows, which impinges on potential progress in the
explanation of these phenomena. Psychometric analysis of
test data is based on the probabilistic modeling of theoretical ordinal measurement anomalies (Heene, 2013; Michell,
2008a), which enhances the researcher’s statistical skills to
the detriment of the theoretical and experimental skills that
would be required to explain these anomalies (Krause,
2010; Vautier, Lacot, & Veldhuis, 2014) or to invent alternative explanations. The probabilistic approach is so deeply
entrenched in mainstream methodology that the scientific
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value of a theoretical anomaly seems nearly irrelevant: a
theoretical anomaly supposes a theoretical expectation that
is formulated as an empirical impossibility (Vautier, 2011).
But statisticism (Lamiell, 2013) formats us to be satisfied
with statistical regularities, and prevents us from asking
for falsifiability of psychological theories, as counterexamples are normal (see also Popper, 1992, p. 288). Consequently, we are accustomed not to ask for logical validity
of our inferences, since it is normal that a proposition of
form ‘‘if a then b’’ may be acceptable even if some nonbs are known. In some decision-making settings, statements
of form ‘‘if a then b most of time,’’ or of form
‘‘Pr(b|a) > Pr(b|a)’’ may be useful, but this kind of usefulness has not to bound scientific research in psychology.
As if a then b most of time, a is not a sufficient condition
for b, and hence it does not explain b.
Section ‘‘Definitions’’ proposes the key concepts of scientific explanation of observable phenomena, observable
phenomena that are incomparable, ordinal measurement
of theoretical, quantitative variations, which is a special
case of the scientific explanation of observable comparable
phenomena, by taking a falsificationist perspective (Popper,
1959). These definitions are simple and, although they do
not preclude alternative definitions, they enable anyone to
ask for the state of knowledge/ignorance in any welldefined testing field. As ordinal measurement is a necessary condition for quantitative measurement, it is useless
to focus on quantitative measurement while ordinal measurement may easily be falsified. Section ‘‘The Descriptive
Language of the Test: Two examples’’ applies these definitions to the description of phenomena that can be observed
with two clinical tests, the Free and Cues Selective Reminding Test with Immediate Recall (FCSRT-IR; Buschke,
1984; Grober & Buschke, 1987), and the version 5.00 of
the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview’s suicidality module (Lecrubier et al., 1997; Sheehan et al.,
1997, 1998). The choice of these examples results from
the substantive interests of the two first authors. What is
at stake is to acknowledge that whatever the test we use,
we do not observe scores but m-tuples of responses to m test
items. Section ‘‘Step Functions for Ordinal Measurement’’
details the measurement issue and shows that the relevant
test observations are not ordinal measurements if they are
not comparable. Section ‘‘Do Test Responses Explain Other
Observable Phenomena? Criterion-Related Validity and
Conditional Distributions’’ uses the notion of criterionrelated validity to elaborate on the concept of scientific
explanation and to stress that despite it being the intrinsic
goal of scientific research, it offers no epistemic security
since its rests on the invocation of universal truths that
are not surely true. Section ‘‘Test Validation for Making
Good Decisions: Psychologists Are Collectively Responsible for the Use of Their Tests as Specialized Citizens’’
sketches the issue of making socially acceptable or good
decisions, when most of the time no scientific explanation
is available or relevant.

1

Definitions
We borrow the definitions from Vautier’s academic blog1
where working notes are open to public criticism.

Scientific Explanation
A scientific explanation of the phenomenon p consists in
invoking either a sufficient condition a, such as if a then
p, or a necessary condition b, such as if p then b. If one
can establish a, one is able to cause p. If one can suppress
b, one is able to prevent p. If p is not observable, explanative claims are not testable, and hence, according to the falsifiability criterion of demarcation (Popper, 1959), they are
not scientific claims.

Observable and (In)comparable Test
Phenomena
Psychological tests allow one to observe m-tuples of
responses, where m is the number of items. For the sake
of concision, we will restrict our analysis to tests comprised
of items associated with responses defined in a finite, discrete, and simply ordered set (a set is simply ordered
by  if any pair of two elements a and b is such that a  b
or b  a).
Notations
Let xi: X ! Di denote the descriptive function associated
to the item i, which assigns to any observation unit x from
the set X one and only one value in the set Di of descriptive
values. Let x = x1x2 . . . xm: X ! D = D1 · D2 · . . . ·
Dm denote the descriptive, conjoint test function – where
the time laps needed to treat the items are neglected.
Comparability of m-Tuples
x(x1)  x(x2) if and only if for all is, xi(x1)  xi(x2).
If there are at least two items i and j such as xi(x1) > xi(x2)
and xj(x1) < xj(x2), the m-tuples x(x1) and x(x2) are
incomparable, as neither x(x1)  x(x2) nor x(x2) 
x(x1). In this case the descriptive image x(X) is not simply
ordered but merely partially ordered by .

Ordinal Measurement of a Theoretical,
Quantitative Variation
Measurement
Observations (including responses to test items) measure a
quantity if and only if their variability depends on the

Retrieved from http://epistemo.hypotheses.org/.
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variation of the quantity, in such a way that it is possible to
deduce from the observed variation that the quantity has
increased or decreased.

3

The Descriptive Language of the
Test: Two Examples
The MINI’s Suicidality Module

Remark
If one admits that the observed variation depends on other
factors, and if one ignores the extent to which these factors
determine the observed variation, one can deduce from the
observations neither an increase nor a decrease of the quantity, because one cannot exclude that this variation results
from undesired perturbations when the quantity amount
did not change. This is the fatal flaw of the psychometric
approach to psychological measurement, since measurement error is unrestricted (Vautier et al., 2014; Vautier,
Veldhuis, Lacot, & Matton, 2012).
The Quantitative Hypothesis
Measurement rests on the hypothesis that a quantity does
exist – either one measures a quantity or one does not measure; saying that a process is measured is an example of
misleading speaking. The quantitative hypothesis applied
to a set X can be stated as a hypothetical function
q: X ! [0, max], which assigns to any observation unit
from X one and only one amount from the segment
[0, max], where ‘‘max’’denotes the highest possible amount
of the quantity.
The Ordinal Measurement Function
f = f1 f2 . . . fm: [0, max] ! D = D1 · D2 · . . . · Dm is
the conjoint ordinal function, where for all is, fi: [0,
max] ! Di is an increasing step function – if x1 > x2 then
f (x1)  f (x2), where f (x) is an observed value in Di and Di
is simply ordered. This definition entails that f is increasing
(see comparability, in section ‘‘Observable and (In)comparable Test Phenomena’’).

The Psychotechnical (Not Psychometric)
Measurement Hypothesis
By definition of ordinal measurement, if a test allows ordinal measurement of amounts q(X) from [0, max], a function
f exists such that the test observations x(x) are the images
f [q(x)] of the observation units xs. Let x1 and x2 be two
observation units. Their ordinal measurements are, respectively, the observations f [q(x1)] and f [q(x2)]. Consequently,
as f is increasing, psychotechnical ordinal measurements
are comparable multivariate descriptions; the image
f [q(X)] is simply ordered. Reciprocally, incomparable test
descriptions (m-tuples) falsify the existence of a measurement function f or, in other words, falsify ordinal measurability of the amounts q(X) by the test descriptions.
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The MINI’s suicidality module is composed of 12 items
with a response format of yes or no. A typical item is
‘‘Think about suicide?’’ (C4). Figure 1 shows that the
questionnaire contains the nested items C1a, C1b, and
C4a. A nested item is an item that is ruled out of the test
procedure in case of a negative answer to its preceding, parent item. For example, the negative answer to the parent
item C1a: ‘‘In the past month, plan or intend to hurt yourself in that accident either passively or actively?’’ rules out
the item C1b: ‘‘Did you intend to die as a result of this
plan?’’
A test response is a 12-tuple of item responses. The test
score associated with the test response is calculated on
the basis of the items’ weights (indicated in Figure 1).
For example, endorsing the 12 items yields the 12-tuple
(0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 6, 8, 8, 9, 4, 10, 4), which is associated with
the test score of 52 points; rejecting the items C1, C1a, and
C4 (i.e., the parent items) but endorsing the others yields
the 12-tuple (0, m, m, 1, 2, 0, m, 8, 9, 4, 10, 4), where
‘‘m’’ codes for the nonattendance of the nested items, and
the associated test score is 38 points.

The Free and Cues Selective Reminding Test
The FCSRT encompasses two test tasks – free and cued
recall – following the encoding task of 16 items belonging
to various semantic categories (e.g., fruit for grapes, flower
for daisy, etc.). In the free recall task, the patient is asked to
retrieve the names of the 16 items without cues (‘‘In this
phase, you must recall as many items belonging to the
learning list as possible’’). For a specific item i, the set of
the observable events at the free recall task is {0, 1}, where
0 and 1 code for a retrieval failure and a retrieval success,
respectively.
In the cued recall task, the patient is asked to retrieve the
name of those items that were failed at the free recall task.
The clinician takes the first failed item and provides the
patient with the corresponding semantic cue (e.g., ‘‘what
is the name of the flower?’’), and so on until the last item
that was not retrieved at the free recall task. The set of
the observable events associated with a remaining item is
{0, 1}, where 0 and 1 code for a retrieval failure, and a
retrieval success, respectively. A crucial feature of the cued
recall task is that the opportunity to observe a failure at a
given item depends on the previous observation of a failure
at this item during the free recall task. In the case of success
at the free recall probe, the cued recall cannot be probed.
To define the test events precisely, let us call an
‘‘i-probe’’ the test procedure corresponding to the item i.
Figure 2 depicts the probe corresponding to the item i.
The patient is instructed to freely retrieve i. If i is retrieved,
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or failed, the resulting empirical test events are ‘‘01’’ or
‘‘00,’’ respectively. Hence, each i-probe is valued in
the set of three possible elementary test events, which is
{00, 01, 1m}.
The FCSRT comprises 48 probes as each i-probe is
repeated three times, and i = 1, 2, . . ., 16. In current practice, three types of test scores are used: the total free recall
score counts the number of ‘‘1m’’s from the three trials, the
total recall score counts the number of ‘‘1m’’s or ‘‘01’’s from
the three trials, and the ‘‘cue efficiency’’ is defined as the
ratio of cued recall successes (number of ‘‘01’’s) to the
number of cued recall attempts (48 minus the number of
‘‘1m’’s), and it is more rarely employed (e.g., Buschke,
1984; Grober, Buschke, Crystal, Bang, & Dresner, 1988;
Grober, Lipton, Hall, & Crystal, 2000; Grober, Merling,
Heimlich, & Lipton, 1997; Grober, Sanders, Hall, &
Lipton, 2010; Sarazin et al., 2007).

Step Functions for Ordinal
Measurement
The Standards (1999) focus on test scores instead of the
underling test events: ‘‘. . . test scores are to be interpreted
as indicating the test taker’s standing on the psychological
construct measured by the test’’ (p. 174). Thus, the
FCSRT’s total score of a patient is to be interpreted as indicating her/his standing on memory accuracy, the theoretical
quantity to be measured. In the same vein, the suicidality
module’s score is to be interpreted as indicating the test
taker’s standing on suicidality, the theoretical quantity.
If ‘‘standing’’ refers to a point on the quantity, the test score
is to be interpreted as an ordinal measurement of the quantity. The question is to explain the associated measurement
theory that links the quantity to the possible test scores.
The first subsection demonstrates that suicidality and
memory accuracy test scores can be viewed as ordinal measurements but that such theorizing is not testable. The second and third subsections examine the problem of
incomparability of test responses (or events).

Linking Test Scores to Suicidality and
Memory Accuracy, Respectively

Figure 1. Structure of the MINI’s suicidality module. The
specific weight of each item for the score calculus is
displayed in parenthesis.
the probe stops; the resulting empirical event is coded
‘‘1m’’ (‘‘m’’ for missing). If the patient does not retrieve
i, cued recall is asked. As the cued recall can be succeeded
European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015

Both kinds of quantities, suicidality and memory accuracy,
refer to a theoretical segment if change of the quantity is
continuous or to a union of theoretical points or segments
if change of the quantity is discontinuous. For the sake of
simplicity it suffices to consider that the theoretical variations of interest are continuous. To determine the test
taker’s standing on the quantity consists in inferring her/
his position on [0, max].
Suicidality and FCSRT total scores vary in a simply
ordered scale ranging from 0 to 52, and 0 to 48 points,
respectively. Ordinal information about the test taker’s position on the segment [0, max] can be inferred validly from
 2015 Hogrefe Publishing
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score will be 48. Such a step function is also tautological.
However, generalizing this conception to the test responses
allows testability. We derive below the relevant consequences for couples of items from the suicidality module,
and from the FCSRT.
Figure 2. The empirical structure of one i-probe in the
FCSRT comprises a free recall task (F ) and a cued recall
task (C ). The output associated with an item i belongs to
the set {00, 01, 1m}.
(i) the premise of the test score and (ii) a function that links
the segment to the test score’s scale. This function is a step
function. Figure 3 illustrates the step functions for the
ordinal measurement of suicidality (left side) and of memory accuracy (right side) through the possible test scores.
The x-axis represents the theoretical quantity, viz., suicidality and memory accuracy, respectively, varying from 0 to a
maximum, and the y-axis represents the test scores.
Let us detail how the step function works for the ordinal
measurement of suicidality (Figure 3, left side). If suicidality fluctuates from 0 to threshold A, the score will be 0.
If suicidality fluctuates from A to B, the score will be 1.
If suicidality fluctuates from B to C, the score will be 2,
and so on until to the 52nd threshold (BA). If suicidality
fluctuates from BA to max, then the score will be 52.
The thresholds’ values are unknown, but they are ordered
by hypothesis. Using the step function, one may infer
validly that an empirical increase (the test score increased)
means that suicidality increased; reciprocally, an empirical
decrease means that suicidality decreased. In case of no
empirical change one cannot deduce that suicidality did
not change. Although the step function enables valid inference, it is tautological, that is, not testable.
The same reasoning works for the FCSRT’s step function (Figure 3, right side). If memory accuracy fluctuates
from 0 to threshold A, the score will be 0 and so on until
the last segment defined from AV to max, for which the

Linking Suicidality With Responses to Items
From the Suicidality Module
Let us consider the items C2 and C3 of the MINI’s suicidality module. The possible test responses are 2-tuples defined
in the set {00, 10, 02, 12} – which is partially but not simply ordered – where ‘‘0’’ means rejection, and ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘2’’
means endorsement (the differences refer to the item’s
weights of MINI’s suicidality module). It is assumed that
the two items measure the same quantity, and that no
change occurs within the short time period of the test taking. Each item requires one specific threshold, denoted by
A and A0 , respectively. Consequently, there are three possible orderings of A and A0 : (i) A = A0 , (ii) A < A0 , and (iii)
A > A0 . As depicted in Figure 4, if A = A0 , 10 and 02 are
precluded; if A < A0 , 02 is precluded; if A > A0 , 10 is precluded. Any precluded 2-tuple is, according to Popper’s
word, a falsifier of the relevant step function. The same
reasoning will be applied to the FCSRT’s items.

Linking Memory Accuracy With Responses
to Items From the FCSRT
Any FCSRT’s item is associated with the possible responses
00, 01, or 1m. By definition, memory accuracy is higher
when the item is retrieved at the free recall task (1m) than
when the item is retrieved at the cued recall task (01), and
‘‘01’’ denotes higher memory accuracy than ‘‘00’’ (no
retrieval). Figure 5 displays the two thresholds A and B that

Figure 3. The step functions linking the suicidality (left side) and memory accuracy (right side) of a respondent with the
possible test scores obtained at the MINI’s suicidality module and at the FCSRT. The thresholds A, B, etc. follow a
lexicographic order: BB codes for the 53rd threshold on the suicidality, AW code for the 48th threshold on the memory
accuracy.
 2015 Hogrefe Publishing
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Figure 4. Three step functions linking suicidality to responses generated by the possible ordering of the thresholds
associated with the items C2 and C3 of the MINI’s suicidality module.
are needed to define the item’s step function. If memory
accuracy fluctuates from 0 to A, the response will be
‘‘00’’; if memory accuracy fluctuates from A to B, the
response will be ‘‘01’’; and if memory accuracy varies in
the interval [B, max], the response will be ‘‘1m.’’ Such a
step function is tautological.
Now, let us consider two FCSRT’s items. The possible
test responses are the nine 4-tuples 0000, 0001, 001m,
0100, 0101, 011m, 1m00, 1m01, and 1m1m, which are partially but not simply ordered. It is assumed that all items
measure the same quantity and that the amount of the quantity does not change during the test taking. As each item
requires two specific thresholds (i.e., A and B for the first
one, A0 and B0 for the second one), there are 13 possible
orderings of A, B, A0 and B0. As depicted in Figure 6, if
A < B < A0 < B0 (left side), the responses 0001, 0101,
001m, 011m are precluded; if A0 < B0 < A < B (right side),

Figure 5. A step function linking memory accuracy of a
respondent with the three possible responses to one
FCSRT’s item.
European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015

the responses 0100, 0101, 1m00, 1m01 are precluded.
The reader can verify that each of the 13 orderings is testable.

Measurability Should Be Tested at the
Respondent Scale
For interpreting a test response as a measurement to be a
logically valid argument, the test response has to be logically compatible with a measurement function that represents the measurement process. The measurement process
occurs when a specific respondent treats the test’s items.
Consequently, one has to think about what is happening
respondent by respondent. For example, let us suppose that
respondent u provides her responses to the suicidality items
C2 and C3 according to the ordering A < A0 (Figure 4, middle panel). This does not entail that respondent v will provide his responses to the same items according to the same
function. Even if his responses would obey the same ordering, it is not sure that his thresholds’ values are the same as
u’s thresholds.
Consequently, interindividual comparison of test data
viewed as measurements of a theoretical quantity requires
not only that any respondent treats the test’s items according
to a step function but also that this step function does not
depend on who treats the items. The last assumption seems
implausible because the former presupposes that any test
response depends only on the theoretical quantity to be
measured, while the entire community of psychometricians
acknowledges that items’ responses depend on a myriad of
unknown factors (see remark in section ‘‘Ordinal Measurement of a Theoretical, Quantitative Variation’’). A psychometric model is the formalization of ‘‘measurement
error’’ in such a way that the test datum, either a test
response or a test score, results from a certain amount of
the theoretical quantity and from a random component.
The psychometric modeling of the random component is
not restrictive (Vautier et al., 2012, 2014). Given a certain
amount of the quantity to be measured, the modeling establishes that any test data is logically compatible with this
amount. Consequently, valid inference from the test data
 2015 Hogrefe Publishing
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Figure 6. Two step functions linking memory accuracy to the responses to two FCSRT’s items.

to the theoretical quantity cannot be achieved by psychometric modeling. This is why those who maintain that test
data can be interpreted as measurements thanks to psychometric modeling have to defend that valid inference from
test data to the quantity to be measured is not mandatory
(see Newton, 2012).
Efforts to validate the data from the FCSRT or the
MINI’s suicidality module have not been based on the
assumption that these test data are ordinal measurements
in the sense of corroborated evidence of hypothetical step
functions. Actually, we know of no published paper, which
addresses the issue of how to think of these data as scientific measurements. The default epistemological stance is
that despite unrestricted measurement error, professional
consensus allows one to act as if test data were measurements (for a discussion of science as consensus, see also
Notturno, 2009).
In the falsificationist perspective, considering that test
responses are ordinal measurements is a theoretical, testable, quantitative explanation of the test responses, where
a quantitative variation such that one threshold is broken
through is detectable by an observed variation in a set
of simply ordered (comparable) m-tuples. As observed
m-tuples are not simply ordered, this is a false explanation.

Do Test Responses Explain Other
Observable Phenomena? CriterionRelated Validity and Conditional
Distributions
Criterion-related validation consists in conditioning the values of a criterion on the test data. A contingency table holds
the empirical knowledge provided by a validation sample –
the empirical state of knowledge/ignorance. Let us consider
the situation where what is at stake is to ‘‘predict’’ the criterion’s value for a new observation unit given its test datum
and previous evidence.

 2015 Hogrefe Publishing

Preliminary Remarks on Validity
of ‘‘Predictions’’
We will not discuss the chronological meaning of the term
‘‘prediction,’’ but its validity as a conclusion of a possibly
implicit argument. Two main epistemic situations can be
distinguished with respect to the logical validity of the
‘‘prediction,’’ that is, the observation unit’s assignment of
a criterion value. The information conveyed by the contingency table consists of the conditional proportions pij = nij/
ni, where nij and ni denote the frequency of the cell ij and
the frequency of the row i, respectively. We first have to discard a special case of lack of evidence. Let c denote the
number of criterion’s values (the number of columns); if
ni· < c, the proportions pijs are undefined (if ni = 0) or statistically inconsistent (the conditional distribution of the criterion is chaotic from one sample to another one).
Let us consider that sufficient evidence is available
(ni > c), and a new case fell in the relevant row i. The goal
consists in assigning a criterion’s value to this new case,
given that one ignores its current value. A necessary condition for the decision to be logically valid is that it follows
from the premise of an empirical law – if a rule is hypothesized for a parent population from which the observed
cases have been drawn, and that has not been falsified, it
is called an empirical law. A necessary condition for such
a law is the existence of at least one j from 1, 2, . . ., c such
that pij = 0 (see Vautier, 2011; Vautier et al., 2014). Thus,
on the basis of the fact that the new case’s test data is i,
and that the law is invoked, the exclusion of the value j is
valid, and its soundness depends on the truth of the law.
Here is the first epistemic situation; a valid ‘‘prediction’’
(in terms of excluding at least one criterion’s value) warrants nothing, because no empirical law is surely true.
The second epistemic situation occurs if the conditional
proportions pijs are strictly positive. Then, no valid ‘‘prediction’’ can be derived at all from the available evidence. It is
a fallacy to use the conditional distribution (the criterion’s
distribution of line i) to estimate the probability of the criterion’s values for the new case at time t, because these
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probabilities are either 0 or 1. The fallacy is based on the
confusion between what Hacking (1975) calls epistemic
versus objective probabilities (see also Harré, 2004).
The justification of the use of empirical frequencies to
decide the criterion’s value under uncertainty is not a scientific, but a political (or social) issue.

Criterion-Related Validation of MINI’s
Suicidality Module
According to Roaldset, Linaker, and Bjørkly (2012), the suicidality module allows ‘‘a screen for the risk of suicidal
and non-suicidal self-injury behaviors within the first year
after discharge from an acute psychiatric ward’’ (p. 297).
It is unclear what does ‘‘a screen for the risk of a given
outcome’’ mean exactly. One can consider the available
evidence and look for possible valid ‘‘predictions.’’
Roaldset et al.’s (2012) validation sample is composed
of 307 patients, who were followed during 12 months after
discharge from a psychiatric hospital. Before discharge,
each patient was assessed with the MINI’s suicidality module – the authors used six items and the scores range from 0
to 33 points. During the follow-up, the patients were asked
if yes or no they had made acts of suicidal behaviors or nonsuicidal self-injury behaviors (leading to another hospitalization). Then, the authors determined a cut-off point with
sensitivity and specificity at 0.73 and 0.62, respectively (see
their Table 4, p. 296).
The corresponding contingency table is reconstituted in
Figure 7 (left side). The two conditional distributions preclude valid prediction: whatever the suicidality class
(score < 6 or  6), the two criterion’s values are possible
(pij 5 0). The proportion of ‘‘self-harm acts’’ can be calculated for each suicidality class, viz. p11 = 17/
(17 + 171)  .09 if the suicidality score ranges from 0 to
5 points, and p21 = 46/(46 + 73)  .39 if the suicidality
score ranges from 6 to 33 points. There is no logical
relationship between the risk that a new patient commits
self-harm acts next year and the available evidence. It is a
convention that the risk depends on the suicidality class.
From the scientific viewpoint, the issue is whether some
conditions exist such that self-harm acts are impossible or
necessary in a given time interval. One can doubt that such
conditions exist if one believes that self-harm acts result
from free will. But it is an empirical issue to check this
claim for each of the 26 = 64 conditions generated by the
descriptive device formed by the six suicidality items.
Consequently, the scientific viewpoint raises the strategic
question of the price to be paid to discover (maybe unlikely)
empirical laws by using suicidality data. The descriptive
language of test scores is not useful to conclude that there
is no such law, because it aggregates distinct conditions
(except for the extreme scores). But it may be useful if a
given score i allows the observation that there is a j in
{1, 2} such that pij = 0 (with n1ni >> 2), as the granularity
of description need not be refined.
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Figure 7. MINI’s suicidality module (left side) and
FCSRT (right side) contingency tables. Each cell displays
a conjoint frequency for the validation sample.

Criterion-Related Validation of the FCSRT
Grober and Buschke’s (1987) validation sample is interesting because it exhibits a case of pij = 0. The sample consists of 25 elderly persons judged to be demented (D) and
25 elderly judged to be non-demented ( D) respondents.
The cut-off point of 43 points yielded sensitivity and
specificity values of .96, and 1.00, respectively (the
authors employed the total recall score.)
Figure 7 (right side) displays the corresponding contingency table, where p12 = 0, and n1 = 24 >> 2. Thus, given
a new case with a FCSRT score smaller than 43 points, is
the ‘‘prediction’’ that this case is a D valid? To be valid,
the ‘‘prediction’’ has to be derived from the premise that
any person whose score is less than 43 is a D. The law
can be falsified by a single case, and it seems that the
relevant scientific community does not claim such a law.
Consequently, no ‘‘prediction’’ based on this evidence is valid.
Grober and Buschke’s (1987) criterion (i.e., D vs.  D)
results from a ‘‘comprehensive evaluation – including
history, physical and neurological examination’’ (p. 16).
The objectivity of such a criterion is disputable
because it seems clear that the descriptive language
they used is far more complex than the ‘‘demented/
non-demented’’ dichotomy. Sarazin et al. (2010)
considered the criterion of left medial temporal
lobe (MTL) volume, which is valued in mm3. They
reported a correlation of .43 between the total recall
FCSRT score and the measured volumes, based on
a sample of 35 participants.
This empirical knowledge alone does not allow valid
prediction because the default in linear regression modeling
is that the residuals are nonrestricted and normally distributed. Hence, any FCSRT score allows any MTL volume.
Useful empirical knowledge for valid ‘‘prediction’’ would
be one empirical law, that is, one statement that precludes
certain volume’s ranges conditionally to, at least, one
FCSRT score.
The critical feature of such empirical investigation in
neuroscience is that the samples are small, because of the
practical difficulty to get observations. Hence, it seems that
even if the descriptive conditions that are available do not
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convey robust statistical information, what is at stake for
valid ‘‘prediction’’ is to discover initial conditions that preclude at least one (range of) value(s) of the criterion of
interest. What is needed is conjecturing about such conditions. Empirical cases are rare but they can be used to test
these conjectures. For example, a broad conjecture is that
any patient who fails at least 50% of the cued probes at
the FCSRT has a MTL volume of at least x mm3. If exceptions are found, they have to be explained, that is, other
empirical laws have to be conjectured (Vautier et al., 2014).

Test Validation for Making Good
Decisions: Psychologists Are
Collectively Responsible for the Use
of Their Tests as Specialized Citizens
Viewing test data as measurements is not tenable if one
uses a classical definition of measurement (see section
Ordinal Measurement of a Theoretical, Quantitative
Variation), and test scores are essentially numerical aggregation of multivariate, not simply ordered events. Test
scores are ordinal measurements by convention, and test
responses, that is, m-tuples, are not ordinal measurements.
It suffices to ask whether the observed m-tuples are comparable. Moreover, a detailed examination of criterion-related
validation reveals that no resulting empirical knowledge
can be used to justify new ‘‘predictions’’ on the basis of logical validity. Even if the explanative efforts would suggest
empirical laws and hence valid ‘‘predictions,’’ there was
no security about their soundness. Test validation consists
mainly in a social consensus to use test scores based on
intensive reputed scientific work, but without specific consideration with respect to the purposed aims. Thus, does the
psychologist’s responsibility end with a validation study?
In the affirmative, the psychologist provides merely a
means to score aspects of people’s behavior, given that
the scientific meaning of the score of any single person is
thin, and ‘‘that’s all.’’ In our opinion, such an attitude would
be problematic, because the tests remain a powerful means
for social selection, as it enables their users to compare people between them. We will develop fictive and simplistic
assessment settings based on the suicidality and memory
accuracy tests to illustrate how the comparability power
may help social selection, which occurs in a social context
that in turn deserves appraisal.

A Fictive Suicidality Assessment Policy
for Minimizing Hospital Costs
Suppose that the test users (i.e., a collective of practitioners)
have to decide on discharge from a psychiatric hospital for
a patient asking for increased length of stay. What would be
good versus bad decisions? If the good for the patient is
preventing her/him from committing self-harm acts, the
possibility does exist whatever her/his suicidality condition.
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Should the test user decide no discharge? The test user does
not face a scientific problem, but an ethical problem. And,
from the viewpoint of the hospital, this is a financial problem, as far as discharge means smaller costs.
Suppose that because of the financial situation, the
annual policy consists in discharging 40% of patients who
ask for increased length of stay. There is a selection problem: How to decide who to discharge? And there is the
technical solution: propose a screening rule based on a
suicidality scale. The fact that the scale has been validated
by usual statistical analyses should not mask the ethical
problem. In this story, the suicidality scale is more useful
to the hospital facing the financial problem than to patients
suffering from depression or other problems who are discharged despite their demand. The technical attitude that
consists in validating the suicidality scale without apprehending the social context of the suicidality scale’s use is
questionable as soon as one realizes that the suicidality
scale is not a measurement instrument.

A Fictive Memory Screening Policy for
Optimizing Psychologists’ Workload
The FCSRT has been promoted for identifying preclinical
and early dementia patients with mild cognitive impairment
(e.g., Ferris et al., 2006; Petersen, Smith, Ivnik, Kokmen, &
Tangalos, 1994; Sarazin et al., 2007). However, the decision
to be made in clinical practice is yes or no, the patient
requires further investigations. What are good versus bad
decisions? If the good for the patient is detecting some troubles related to an elderly dementia, the possibility of elderly
dementia exists whatever her/his FCSRT condition, as
n21 = 1 (Figure 7, right side). This is not a scientific but
a social issue: how to optimize the good for the patient?
Let us suppose a simplistic setting to illustrate the ethical side of psychological assessment. Considering that
patients, whose scores are above a cut-off point, do not
require further investigation; this enables clinicians to save
time during their working day. Suppose that the number of
patients increases as the clinician’s available time stagnates:
it will be tempting to adapt the cut-off point in order to
adapt the investigation policy to the available human
resources. The scoring of the test performances offers a
technical solution to a selection problem: given that some
patients with nonoptimal memory performances cannot be
examined further altogether, whom to select for further
investigation? The comparability the scoring scale achieves
allows one to find selection criteria in a flexible way to face
workload’s change. Does psychological assessment research
and development serve to provide evaluative techniques the
use of which is out of psychologists’ collective scope of
responsibility?

Conclusion
As long as test scores are viewed as measurements, the test
validation task can be apprehended as a kind of scientific
European Journal of Psychological Assessment 2015
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activity, where the word ‘‘scientific’’ means that the scientist’s business consists in advancing rigorously and honestly
collective knowledge of specific aspects of natural world.
And the social utilization of this knowledge remains a distinct field of applications, the legitimacy of which is
grounded on the measurability of various, natural, psychological quantities that would have been discovered. But if
the scientific community of psychological researchers recognizes that test data are not measurements, the business
of psychological assessment, which heavily requires the
comparative language allowed by test scores, cannot be
thought of as an inheritance of the scientific knowledge that
has been accumulated since one and half century. Consequently, the measurement issue in psychology, and particularly in psychological testing, is primarily ideological.
This is an objective fact that ordinal measurement has
not been achieved by the testing technique. We tried to
delineate a way to manage the transition toward full
acknowledgment of this fact, by splitting up the test validation task into a scientific task that needs the intellectual
freedom of falsifying untenable claims, and a sociotechnical task focused on specific assessment issues. Assessment
psychologists should prepare to start from explicit social
problems that can be addressed in their multiple, psychological, social, financial, technical, and ethical dimensions,
instead of ritualized statistical analyses like factor analyses
and other latent variable modeling techniques that presuppose wrongly that measurability is achieved. The pernicious
import of these analytical rituals is that the unrestricted
measurement error has been normalized. Suppose you want
to check that you lost weight and the doctor gives you a
bathroom scale whose measurement error is unrestricted:
will you trust the doctor? As long as psychologists accept
to make inferences based on wishful thinking, they impinge
on their own scientific culture, specifically the practice of a
falsificationist methodology (Notturno, 2000; Popper, 1959).
There is room to develop testing research based on
social problems, where what is at stake is to propose various
kinds of social practices instead of mere tests. Aggregation
methods, including psychometric estimation, may be useful
to enable specific approaches to decision-making under
uncertainty, and psychologists do not need to claim falsely
that aggregation equates measurement. The social challenge
is that the specific policies’ assessment psychologists’ technicality is serving should be open to criticism and to
improvement beyond the specific scope of scoring.
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